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The Museum of the Weird
Previous Next 1 2 3 4 5 6 … I Museum of the Weird only there for about 20 minutes. Recomemded must see or do if in downtown Austin. See
more. We had such a good time, everyone was super friendly, and the stories were fun too. Universal Conquest Wiki. See more. Kaitlyn wrote a
review Jan Selected filters. Get to know the area. Eddie V's Prime Seafood. Keep exploring with the Roadtrippers mobile apps. Reviewed by
justjessicaislost. Worth the trip. Privacy Terms and Conditions Copyright. Everything was very fake and hoakey. Be the first to add a review to the
The Museum of the Weird. Fort Lauderdale, Florida contributions 23 helpful votes. Anything you plan or save automagically syncs with the apps,
ready for you to hit the road! Haunted Austin Walking History Tour reviews. Get the full experience and book a tour. Rob S wrote a review Mar
In the story, the Mistress of Evil from the attraction is the leader of a group known as the Shadow Society which breaks into the museum to
release an entity known as the Reaper King from the coffin clock. Guide was Museum of the Weird sideshow performer and did a brief routine
during the tour. Rated 3. Date of experience: January Its not as scary as I thought It would be but I love it nonetheless. Sign In Don't have an
account? What travelers are saying 3. CharisseThompson wrote a review Aug Great memories as he chose one of my gr Took my boys and their
interest level went through the roof. Austin, Texas. Tour was fun. Add to Trip. When is Museum of The Weird open? Museum of the Weird may
earn an affiliate commission on sales made from links on this page. We'll go again if we're in the area. The fee to the museum was too expensive
and then they expect the visitors to start paying his salary too?? Museum of the Weird filters. Many great exhibits! We enjoyed our tour of the
museum. Reviewed by iamraley. Many great exhibits! Austin and Hill Country Sightseeing Tour reviews. I was kind of disappointed since I've seen
this stuff before, but my wife wasn't happy after the show. To finish off your adventure there is a live show at the end of the tour, but I won't say
anything about that as to not ruin it for you! Such oddities included a melting candle man, Romani and Voodoo artifacts, a chair that Museum of the
Weird up and talked with guests, a appearing and disappearing organist, among other trinkets and items. Read more. The majority can be seen
elsewhere although they have a few unique items. Reviewed by AmberManascoSavell. Best nearby. Austin and Hill Country Sightseeing Tour
reviews. His work for the Mansion was decidedly more surrealistic and occultic compared to the rest of the work being produced. July 05, It's
worth a look and just about everyone will find a favorite exhibit: shrunken heads, the Fiji mermaid, freaks of nature, wa W Austin. Quick View.
You pay your admission and enter the first portion of the museum, which you may browse Museum of the Weird your own pace.
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